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The reciprocity law of local class field theory is shown to hold for a local 
field which is naturally associated with an ultraproduct of an algebraic number 
field. The norm residue symbol for such a local field is constructed by means 
of a system of characters of the residue class field. The existence and proof of 
the essential compatibility properties of the characters is shown by passing to an 
ultraproduct using explicit computations in finite fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to exhibit a norm residue symbol for a 
particular type of local field having residue field of characteristic 0. The 
local field is a field of formal power series in one variable over an ultra- 
product of finite fields. Thus, we are dealing with a specific case of general- 
ized local class field theory (see Whaples [5]). 
2. NOTATION 
As usual Q, Z, N denote, respectively, the rational number field, the 
ring of rational integers, and the positive rational integers. K denotes an 
algebraic number field. M(K) denotes the set of all non-Archimedean 
primes of K. Let M(K) be indexed by N. For each Pi E M(K), let Ki denote 
a completion (containing K) of K at Pi . Let oi denote the normalized 
valuation associated to Pi on both K and Ki . Ai denotes the valuation 
ring of vi in Ki , U, the group of units in A( , and ki = AJPI the corre- 
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sponding finite residue field of characteristic pi, where pi is the prime 
rational integer below Pi . 
Suppose given a nonprincipal ultrafilter D on N, and hence on M(K). 
(Later, our fixed D must be further restricted.) We will refer to members of 
D as large sets. Let {SJ be a family of sets indexed by N. Forf, g E I&S, , 
define f N g if and only if {i :f(i) = g(i)} E D. N is an equivalence rela- 
tion, and we denote the resulting set of equivalence classes by (So*. 
(SJ* is the ultraproduct of the family (SJ with respect to D. If Si = S 
for each i, we write S* rather than (S,)*. Iffc 17& , f * denotes the image 
off in (S,)* under the canonical map of l7& onto (S,)*. We also write fi 
rather thanf(i). It should be mentioned that it will be left to the reader 
to prove that all statements involving symbols such as f * are independent 
of the choice of the function f representingf *. {&} will usually be a family 
of sets with some common algebraic structure, and then (S,)* will have the 
same type of structure. For example, the valued field (&)*, U* is the 
ultraproduct with respect to D of the family {Ki, vi} of valued fields. 
For a thorough discussion of ultraproducts, the reader is referred to 
Kochen [2]. A basic property of ultraproducts to be employed, albeit in 
disguise, is the following: 
An elementary statement holds in (S,)* if and only if the set of i 
for which it holds in Si is a member of D (see [2, Th. 5.11). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF A LOCAL FIELD 
By a local field, we mean a field complete with respect to a discrete, 
non-Archimedean, rank 1 valuation having quasifinite residue class field. 
A quasifinite field is a perfect field which has for each positive integer n 
precisely one extension (necessarily cyclic) of degree n. 
Paralleling A. Robinson’s construction of the p-adic rationals (see [3]), 
we employ the valued fields K*, v* and (KJ”, v* [with v(i) = vi in both 
cases] in our construction. Each of these valued fields has value group Z*, 
which contains Z as a minimal isolated subgroup. Let 
F = {a* E K* : 3m E Z(v*(cu*) > m)>, 
I = (a* E K* : Vm E N(u*(cu*) > m)}, 
V = {a* E K* : ~*(a*) > 0}, 
M = {a* E K* : ~*(a*) > O}. 
F is a valuation ring of K* with maximal ideal I. V is also a valuation ring 
of K*, and M is its maximal ideal. Were we writing our valuations multi- 
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plicatively, F would consist of all elements of K* of finite (bounded) value, 
and I would be all members of K* of infinitesimal value. We have 
F3 V2 M1L Let 
L = F/I, A = V/I, P = M/r, RL = A/P. 
A is a valuation ring of L with maximal ideal P and corresponding residue 
field RL . 
PROPOSITION 1. The valued field L is a local field. Its residue field RL 
is isomorphic to (ki)*. 
Prooj: Let us first note the parallel role played by (KJ”, v*. Letting 
FO = {a* E (Ki)* : 3m E Z(v*(cy*) 2 m)}, 
I, = (a* E (K,)* : Vm E N(v*(oL*) > m)>, 
we produce, as above, a valued field L, = FO/Z,, with valuation ring 
(A,)*/Z, having maximal ideal (P,)*/I, . The associated residue field is 
((AJ*/IJ/((PJ*/IJ N (Ai)*/( N (Ai/PJ* = (ki)*- 
Let OL* E FO . Since K is dense in Ki for each Pi E M(K), there is a sequence 
{fli,n} in K converging to 01~ in Ki such that if yi = /3i,i , then 01* - y* E I, . 
Hence, the natural map F + FO/10 is a surjection. The kernel of this map 
is easily seen to be I, and, moreover, this surjection maps V onto (A,)*/Z, 
and M onto (P,)*/Z,, . We conclude that L ‘v L, as valued fields and 
RL /v (kJ*. 
Let v denote the valuation on both L and L, . It is easy to see that v 
is a discrete rank 1 valuation on L, and, hence, on L. To complete the 
proof of the proposition, it suffices to show that L is complete with respect 
to v and that (k,)* is quasifinite. 
Let {x~} be a Cauchy sequence in L. We may assume that no member of 
the sequence is repeated infinitely often and, hence, that the members of 
the sequence are distinct. Furthermore, it can easily be seen that we may 
assume that v(x~+~ - x,+~) > v(x,,, - x~) for all n. For each ~1, let 
‘lz = u(x,+, - x,), and let IX,* E F be a representative of x, . Set &j = Q 
for all j. v~(o~~,~ - fll,J = il on some large set S, . Define & = 01~,~ 
for j E: S, , and for j 6 S, , let /32,i = a,$. Thus ,&* = 01~* and 
ZQ(P~,~ -- pI,J > il for all j. Proceeding inductively in this manner, we 
get a sequence {/I&J such that Pn* = 01,* for each n, and z#&+~,~ - &) 3 i, 
for each n and every j. Define yj = /3,., for all j, and let x be the image in L 
of y*. For any n > N, v(x - xn) > iN since v&,/I~,~ - pnpj) > iN for all 
j > N. So {xn} converges to x, and L is complete. 
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Now we prove that (kJ* is quasifinite. For notational convenience we 
identify (kJ* and RL . Notice that 
R&f’] ‘v {f* E (k&Y])* : 3 m E N(degfi < m on a large set)}. 
Moreover, if f(X) = a,* + a,*X + ..+ + a,*P E R&T], then f(X) is 
irreducible if and only if, on a large set, 
h(X) = ao,i + a,J + ... + U,,iP E ki[X] 
is irreducible. So if & is an algebraic closure of ki , then (&)* contains an 
algebraic closure of (ki)*, because f * factors in (&* 8, on a large set, 
f;: factors in & . If n E N, n > 1, and if cyI E ki is algebraic of degree n 
over ki , then (ki(oli))* is algebraic of degree n over RL . Conversely, 
if (Y* E (&)* is algebraic of degree n over RL , then, on a large set, cyI is 
algebraic of degree n over ki , and so RL(ct*) N (ki(orJ)*. The uniqueness 
of a finite algebraic extension of RL in (&)* then follows from the unique- 
ness of a finite extension of ki in & . This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
Remark. For any prime rational integer p, p = pi for only finitely 
many i. Hence, as an element of ki, p f 0 on a large set. Thus, char RL = 0. 
It now follows ([4,11-4]) that L is isomorphic to a field of formal power 
series in one variable over RL = (kg)*. 
4. GENERALIZATION OF L 
Given an algebraic number field K, the ultraproduct K*, u*, with 
respect to D, of the family (K, r+} of valued fields has been used to produce 
a local field L which is now seen to depend only on (kJ*. ki , being the 
residue field of K with respect to ui , is of degree at most [K : Q] over the 
prime field of pi elements. This is an unnecessary restriction on the local 
field L. Henceforth, it will be assumed that D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter 
on N, that ki is a finite field of qc elements for each i E N, that char ki = pi , 
and that 
(1) the sequence (pi} is not constant on a large set. 
Condition (1) implies that char(kJ* = 0. That (kJ* is quasifinite has 
already been established. 
Establishing more notation, we let L denote the local field of formal 
power series in one variable over (ki)*. It is convenient to denote the 
residue field of L by RL . So RL = (ki)* and L = RL((f)). ki denotes a 
fixed algebraic closure of ki , and kt,n denotes the unique subfield of &. 
of degree n over ki . (kJ* contains an algebraic closure J?, of RL , and 
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R denotes the unique subfield of & of degree n over RL. Thus 
Rz:“, N Q&J*. f; denotes a fixed algebraic closure of L. AL denotes the 
valuation ring of L, U, denotes the group of units of AL , and ULo denotes 
the group of l-units of AL; that is, uLo = {CY E L : a = 1 (mod t)}. 
Note that such a local field can again be constructed from an ultra- 
product of local fields. Namely, if Ki is any local field with residue class 
field ki , then L is isomorphic to the field of finite elements in (&)* modulo 
the infinitesimals. 
5. THE FROBENIUS AUTOMORPHISM 
Let VL denote the maximal nonramified extension of L in L, and let 
I’,., denote the unique subfield of V, of degree n over L. For the Galois 
group it is easy to prove that G( V,iL) cu G(&/R,) N 2 = proj lim ZfmZ. 
Let uL E: G&/R,) be defined by u&z*) = b* where bi = u;@). Then (aL) 
is dense in G(&/RL), and there is induced a corresponding Frobenius 
automorphism, also to be denoted a,, in G(VL/L). 
In the case as above when L arises from the number field K, the VLsn 
can be constructed as follows from the local completions Ki . Let & 
be a fixed algebraic closure of Kc, and let Vi,, denote the unique non- 
ramified extension of Ki of degree n in Ri . Paralleling the construction of L, 
we may take VL,n to be the finites modulo the infinitesimals in (V&l*. 
Also, if [S : K] = m, and if we use the number field S to construct, 
as before, a local field L’, then L can be considered as a subfield of L’. 
(There are some technical difficulties here because we have ultrafilters on 
two different sets of primes and they must be “compatible”.) Because only 
finitely many primes of K are ramified in the extension S/K, L’ is a non- 
ramified extension of L of degree d where d is less than or equal to m. 
In the more general case where (ki) and D are subject only to condition 
(1) letting Ki be any local field with residue class field ki , the same con- 
struction as above produces the unramified fields V,,, . 
6. RESTRICTION OF D AND TOTALLY RAMIFIED EXTENSIONS 
In order to insure that the local field L contains all roots of unity, it 
will henceforth be assumed, in addition to condition (I), that 
(2) for each n E N, n 1 qi - 1 on a large set. 
Since the multiplicative group of kg is cyclic of order qi - 1, the residue 
field RL = (kJ*, and hence L, must contain all roots of unity. 
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To see that such a D exists in the number field case, let 
D, = (i E N : n 1 (pi - 1); 
for each n E N. By Dirichlet’s Theorem on primes in an arithmetic pro- 
gression, D, is infinite. D, r\ D, >_ D, where r is the least common 
multiple of n and m. Thus, if D is an ultrafilter containing the filter 
generated by {Dn), D satisfies condition (2) since (pi - 1) j (qi - 1) for 
each i E N. Moreover, since char RL = 0 and since RL contains all the 
roots of unity, RL , and hence L, contains an Abelian closure of Q. 
Now, assuming that (k,) and D satisfy both conditions (1) and (2), we 
let Wi,, = L(t’l”) for each n E N. Since all nth roots of unity are in L, 
WL,, is a cyclic extension of L of degree IZ. Because t is a prime element 
in L, Wi,, is totally ramified. Let WLt be the composite of all the Wl,, . 
WLt is a totally ramified, Abelian extension of L, and 
G( WLtIL) N proj lim ZjmZ = 2. 
Let Lab denote the Abelian closure of L in L. 
PROPOSITION 2. V, and WLt are linearly disjoint over L, and 
La” = VL . W t L. 
Proof. That WLt and VL are linearly disjoint over L is clear since W, 
is totally ramified over L and Vr. is nonramified over L. 
From Kummer Theory, every finite Abelian extension of L is a com- 
posite of extensions of the form L(dln) where LY E L’ and n E N. But 
a = a*t% for some a* E R ’ L , I E Z, u E U,O. The image of Xn - u in 
RL[X] is X” - 1 which splits completely. By Hensel’s lemma, X” - u 
splits completely in L[X], and so ULo = (ULO)n. Thus 
L(&“) = L((a*P)ll”) C L(a*lin) * L(P). 
But L(a*lln) C Vr., and L(Pl”) = Wi,% C WLt. It follows that Lab = 
WLt . VA , and G(LQb/L) N 2 x 2. 
7. THE NORM RESIDUE SYMBOL 
For each positive integer n, let q& : RL’ ---f R, be the character defined 
by &(a*) = b*, where bi = aIci), where r(i) = (1 - qJ/n if n / qi - 1, 
and r(i) = 1 otherwise. Because of condition (2), $n maps RL onto the 
group of nth roots of unity, and its kernel is R;” because (Ri : Rz) = n. 
It is clear that the relationship between these characters is given by 
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[&(a*)]” = &(a*) for all u* in RL . Now, for a given choice of prime 
element t of L (and each integer n), let 01* E Ri act on W{,,/L as the auto- 
morphism which takes W into #&*) tlln. This defines a homomorphism 
pL mapping Ri onto the Galois group G( W&/L). On W&a an a* acts to 
take Pink into $nk(a*)tl~nk, and so it takes (tl/nk)k = tlln into 
[&(u*)tllnk]k = &(u*)tll”. 
t Thus, the action of a* on W,,, is the same as the restriction of the action 
of u* on Wi,nk. Because of this compatibility condition there is naturally 
induced a homomorphism pL : RL --f G( WLt/L) whose image is a dense 
subgroup. Let pL also denote the homomorphism t’ H uLV of (t) onto 
the dense subgroup (uL) of G(VL/L). Since L’ = (t)RiU,O and G(Lab/L) = 
G( V,iL) x G( WLt/L) are both direct products, there is a unique homo- 
morphism pL : L’ + G(Lab/L) which agrees with the preceding two homo- 
morphisms on the first two factors of L* and is trivial on U,O. Moreover, 
the image of L’ is a dense subgroup because each of the preceding homo- 
morphisms had this property. 
We will show that pL provides a reciprocity law for the Abelian exten- 
sions of L. 
THEOREM 1. (Reciprocity) For each finite Abelian extension E of L the 
fo/iowing sequence is exact: 
1 + N(E/L) + L’ + G(E/L) + 1 
where the$rst (nontrivial) map is the inclusion in L’ of the subgroup N(E/L) 
of normsfrom E down to L, and the second map is pL followed by restriction 
to E. 
Proof. Since pL maps L’ onto a dense subgroup of G(Lab/L) it follows 
that the second map above is an epimorphism. 
Now straightforward computations in such a local field ([I], [6]) 
(easy because there is no wild ramification) show that the norm index 
(L’ : N(E/L)) < [E : L] = (G(E/L) : 1). Thus all that remains to prove 
the theorem is to show that pL(N(E/L)) acts trivially on E. But this is an 
immediate consequence of the norm transfer property which we now 
proceed to establish. 
LEMMA. The map pL is independent of the choice of prime element t 
used in its construction. 
ProoJ Let s = tb*u be another prime element with b* E Ri and 
u E ULO. Let pL’ denote the map constructed in the same way as pL but 
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using the ramified extensions W;,, = L(s~,“~) instead of Wi,,, . Since by 
both constructions the action of an element of L’ on V, depends only on 
its value, we need only check that pL and pL’ agree when restricted to the 
ramified extension WLs. Also it is clearly enough to prove pL = pL’ 
when either b* = 1 or u = 1. The case when b* = I is trivial because 
then Wi.., = WL,, (since I( = vn for some v E L.) and pL and pL’ are 
trivial on the l-units ULo in any case. When II = 1, the pL’ action of an 
element Pa* EL’ on .slln is given by pL’(s’a*)[sl/“] = $,(~*)s’/~ .= 
&(a*)tllnb**ln. On the other hand, 
pL(s’u*)[P] = pt(trb*ru*)[rllnb*“n] = #n(b*~u*)tll”a,r[b*‘in] 
= r&(u*)tlln&(b*T) o,‘[b*lQ 
Thus we need to show that +n(b*r) uLT[b*lln] = b*+. Choose elements ci 
in finite extensions of the finite fields ki such that tin = bi and such that c* 
is the desired nth root of b*. Then 
But q(i)’ - 1 = n[(q(i) - l)/n](q(i)?-l + ... + q(i) + 1). and 
q(i)'-l + . . . + q(i) + 1 = r mod(q(i) - 1) so (ci 4(i)'-l)* = (b;Wi,-1,/n)* 
since tin = bi is in the field with q(i) elements. Thus the two factors 
above cancel each other, and the proof of the lemma is completed. 
Any finite extension of L or any subfield of finite codimension in L 
is again a field of power series in one variable over an ultraproduct of 
finite fields. Thus the construction which produced pL works equally 
well for any finite extension M of L and yields a homomorphism 
pw : M’ -+ G(Mab/M). We can now show that these homomorphisms are 
related by the very important norm transfer property. 
THEOREM 2 (Norm Transfer). Zf M is any finite extension of L the 
folIowing diagram is commutative: 
M’ Tz G(M”b/M) 
N~/~ 
1 I 
restriction 
L. pi G(Lab/L) 
Note. Since any finite extension L’ of L has the same properties that L 
has, the theorem is also true for any finite extension M’ of L’. 
Proof. One can show that for every finite extension M/L there is a 
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tower L = Ml C M2 C -*- C M, = M such that each M,+l is gotten by 
adjoining to Mi a root of some element of Mi and such that M$+,/M, 
is either unramified or totally ramified. Thus we need only prove the 
theorem for each of these two simple cases. 
The totally ramified case. By choosing the prime element t appro- 
priately, we may assume M = L(tlle). On the unramified extension 
VM = M* VL of M we have pM(W) = o, , while pL(NM,Ltlle) =pL(t) = 
a,, and, of course, uM and a, are the same on VL since RM = RL . On 
the ramified extension WLt * M of M, plll(t1le) acts trivially as does 
pL(i’VM,Ltlle) = pL(t); whereas, for a unit a* E R; = Rh , p&a*)[tllen] = 
$m(a*)t:Llen and pL(a*e)[tl/en] = &n(a*e) tllen = [4en(a*)]e P/en= $%(a*)tlfe”. 
Thus p&V,,,a*) = pL(a*“) has the same effect as pM(a*) on Wn. 
The unramzjied case. We may assume M = L(N) = VLSI where 
egRL. On the ramified part WMt = M * WLt we have ,oM(a*)[t”“] = 
+M.n(a’l’)tl’n while PL(NM,La*)[t’/“] = &,(NM,La*)tl/n. Now +M,n(a*) = 
(@i)s(i))* where 1 - qi = nri and 1 - qif = nri.ri . Also, $&NMjLa*) = 
$L,,((ai(i))*) I (ai(i) since the norm from RL(clIf) to RL is gotten 
from the component norms from ki,f down to ki, and this norm just 
raises each element of ki., to the power 1 + qi + qi2 + **a + q!-’ = si . 
On the unramified part VM = V, , pM(f) = a,, and pL(NM,,t) = 
p&f) == u,f = a,. This completes the proof of the norm transfer 
property and, hence, the proof that the collection of maps {pEn) is indeed 
a norm residue symbol ([6]). 
In conclusion we might note that, as usual when there is no wild 
ramification, the existence theorem of local class field theory is relatively 
easy. It claims that the norm subgroups for Abelian extensions of L are 
precisely all subgroups of L’ of finite index. To prove it, one notes first 
that any Abelian extension of L of exponent n is contained in WL., * V,,, 
which is the class field for the subgroup Len because of the reciprocity law 
and the fact that (L’ : L.n) = n2. Then, if H is a subgroup of L’ containing 
L*“, another application of the reciprocity law shows that H is the norm 
group for some intermediate extension. 
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